We develop momentum and contrarian strategies with stock selection rules based on maximum drawdown and consecutive recovery. The alternative strategies in monthly and weekly scales outperform the portfolios constructed by cumulative return regardless of market universe. In monthly periods, the ranking rules associated with the maximum drawdown dominate other momentum strategies. The recovery related selection rules are the best ranking criteria for the weekly contrarian portfolio construction. The alternative portfolios are less riskier in many reward-risk measures such as Sharpe ratio, VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown. The outperformance of the alternative strategies leads to the higher factor-neutral alphas in the Fama-French three-factor model.
Introduction
Seeking statistical arbitrage in financial markets is the most important task to academics and practitioners in finance. The chances of the systematic arbitrage are not only the counter-examples to the efficient market hypothesis [1, 2] but also the sources of profitable trading strategies to the practitioners. Among various market inefficiencies, price momentum [3] is a well-known market anomaly that is not explained by the Fama-French three-factor model [4, 5] . Although the price momentum is found in many asset classes and markets [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , it is still inexplicable with numerous ideas such as autocorrelation and cross-sectional correlation [12, 13] , sector momentum [14] , dissemination of news and behavioral aspects of investors to the news [15, 16, 17, 18] , and transaction cost [19] .
Introducing various ranking rules to momentum-style portfolio construction is a worthwhile approach to understanding the price momentum. First of all, it is a direct way of searching for potential factors explaining the price evolution.
Several selection rules have been proposed including time series model [10] , trading volume [20] , liquidity [21, 22, 23, 24 , 25], physical momentum [26] , reward-risk measures [27, 28] , and 52-week high price [29, 30] . Additionally, new alternative criteria are potential indicators for trading signals.
In particular, the 52-week high momentum strategy [29, 30] is well-matched to the philosophy of the price momentum. Since the 52-week high price is the highest price during the last 52 weeks, the larger return to the highest price in recent one year exhibits the stronger price momentum during the period. Exceeding the 52-week high price is also considered a signal that the asset price has the capability of moving upward in the future. By the similar reasoning, consideration on the 52-week low price is also possible. Unfortunately, the opposite direction is not a successful ranking criterion for the momentum strategy.
The 52-week low price is not the only approach to incorporating the risk into the process of the momentum-style portfolio construction. Rachev et al.
[27] paid attention to reward-risk measures such as Sharpe ratio, STARR, and R-ratio. Their alternative portfolios are less riskier with the thinner tails in the S&P 500 universe. As an extension of the study by Rachev et al. [27] , the reward-risk momentum strategies using classical tempered stable distribution are implemented in various asset classes and it is found that the alternative strategies exhibit the better performance and risk profile regardless of asset class and market [28] .
One of the most popular risk measures is maximum drawdown. It is defined as the worst cumulative decline from a peak in a given period. The maximum drawdown is also used in the definitions of the Calmar ratio and Sterling ratio in order to assess the performance and risk of mutual funds and hedge funds. Several advantages of the maximum drawdown over VaR and CVaR are followings. First of all, it is more insightful than other risk measures. When two historical price charts are given, it is more straightforward to find which asset has the smaller maximum drawdown. Additionally, it is easier to calculate the drawdown directly from time series. Moreover, there is no model dependency.
In this paper, we introduce multiple composite ranking criteria stemmed from the maximum drawdown and successive recovery in order to construct alternative momentum/contrarian-style portfolios. The monthly momentum and weekly contrarian strategies based on the alternative stock selection rules are implemented in U.S. and South Korea stock markets. The alternative strategies outperform the traditional cumulative return based strategies in performance and risk. In particular, the drawdown measures provide the better trendfollowing strategies in monthly scale and the recovery criteria work well with the weekly strategies. The outperformance is also found in the Fama-French three-factor model. The structure of the paper is following. In the next section, the new ranking rules based on the maximum drawdown and sequential recovery are defined. In section 3, datasets and methodology are introduced. The performance and risk profile of the alternative portfolios are found in section 4. The factor analysis is given in section 5. We close the paper with conclusion in section 6.
Construction of stock selection rules
As mentioned before, the maximum drawdown is the worst successive loss among declines from peaks to troughs during a given period. It is defined by MDD = max τ ∈(0,T ) max t∈(0,τ ) P (t) − P (τ ) where P (t) is the log-price at time t. The expression can be represented in terms of return MDD = − min τ ∈(0,T ) min t∈(0,τ )
R(t, τ )
where R(t, τ ) is the log-return between t and τ . The maximum drawdown is regarded as the worst-case scenario to an investor who starts his/her investment at any moment in that period. It is obvious for the investor to prefer the lower maximum drawdown to the higher one.
The maximum drawdown is closely related to the price momentum. In particular, the maximum drawdown is associated with the direction of the price momentum. In the case of positive momentum, it is a part of mean-reversion process if the size of the maximum drawdown is small. Additionally, if it is large enough, the maximum drawdown is more likely to break the upward trend and generate new downward trend-following stage. Meanwhile, it is one of the largest components for the downside momentum. The larger maximum drawdown would be much preferred for short position.
The successive recovery to the maximum drawdown is defined by
where t * is the moment for the end of the maximum drawdown formation. It encodes how much loss from the worst decline is recovered by the short-term reversal. Similar to the maximum drawdown, it is also helpful to understanding the price momentum. When an asset price is on the upward trend, it is regarded as the support to the original trend. Meanwhile, in downside momentum, the recovery is a reversal to the overall trend. It is obvious that an asset with stronger recovery is favored than an asset with weaker recovery.
In these spirits, the maximum drawdown and consecutive recovery are indispensable in the processes of analyzing and detecting signals for price trend. It is obvious that these measures should be incorporated into the momentum analysis and momentum ranking criteria considered these measures need to be considered in portfolio construction. It is possible to construct new composite selection rules stemming from the maximum drawdown and recovery. For example, even when two assets have the same cumulative return, one with the larger maximum drawdown can be penalized in the ranking measure. In other case, assets with stronger short-term mean-reversion to the maximum drawdowns can be preferred in the alternative ranking system.
Before developing alternative selection rules, we need to take a closer look on the cumulative return. A given estimation period is chronologically decomposed into three periods. The first period is the peak formulation phase from the beginning of the estimation period to the peak before the downfall. The next stage is the period for the creation of the maximum drawdown. The last stage is the recovery period from the trough associated with the maximum drawdown to the end of the estimation period. The above decomposition on the cumulative return C is represented with the returns in the three different phases:
where PP is the log-return during the pre-peak period.
With the decomposition, it is possible to construct hybrid indicators using the maximum drawdown and recovery. Taking weighted average with more weights on certain specific period is one way of the construction. Many possible combinations with the maximum drawdown and consecutive recovery are given in Table 1 . The C strategy is the benchmark strategy. It is the traditional momentum/contrarian strategy that employs the cumulative return as the ranking criterion. The M and R portfolios are constructed by using the maximum drawdown and recovery as the ranking rule, respectively. More complicated selection rules are stemmed from weighted averages on certain periods. The RM strategy utilizes the difference between the recovery and maximum drawdown. It encodes how much losses are recovered by the short-term reversion. The CM strategy not only considers the cumulative return and but also pays attention to the period of the maximum drawdown. It is a penalty to the assets with the large drawdowns. In the similar way, it is possible to assign the weights on only the recovery period or both of the maximum drawdown and recovery for the CR and CMR strategies, respectively.
Dataset and methodology

Dataset
The datasets for this study consist of the KOSPI 200 universe, SPDR U.S. sector ETFs, and S&P 500 universe.
South Korea equity market: KOSPI 200
The KOSPI 200 is a stock benchmark index that is the value-weighted and sector-diversified index with 200 stocks in South Korea stock markets. Historical price information and component-roster are downloaded from Korea Exchange. The period from January 2003 to December 2012 is considered.
U. S. equity market: SPDR sector ETFs
Sector ETFs are selected for simulating sector momentum with the alternative stock selection rules. In particular, the SPDR U.S. sector ETFs are chosen because it is the collection of ETF products for which the equal length of price history is available. The time span covers from January 1999 to December 2012. The SPDR U.S. sector ETFs consist of XLB (Materials), XLE (Energy), XLF (Financial), XLI (Industrial), XLK (Technology), XLP (Consumer Staples), XLU (Utilities), XLV (Health Care), and XLY (Consumer Discretionary).
U. S. equity market: S&P 500
The price information and roster of the S&P 500 historical components are collected from the Bloomberg. The covered time horizon is from January 1999 to December 2012.
Methodology
The basic methodology for portfolios construction is the momentum-style (or contrarian) portfolios given in Jegadeesh and Titman [3] . Based on given selection rules during 6 months (weeks) of estimation period, assets in market universes are sorted in ascending order. In this study, most criteria will be used in increasing order except for the maximum drawdown. Then several ranking baskets are fomulated. In the cases of the S&P 500 and KOSPI 200 universes, numbers of groups are 10 and three baskets are formed for U.S. sector ETFs. The group 1 is for losers that exhibit the worst ranking scores and the last group is for the best performers in the selection rules. Each group is constructed as an equal-weighted portfolio. The winner group is at long (short) position and the loser group is at short (long) position. After 6 months (weeks) of the holding period, each basket is liquidated. The portfolio is constructed at the beginning of every month, i.e. it is the overlapping portfolio.
The risk measures for the portfolio performance are calculated from the daily time series of the overlapping portfolio. The risk model for VaR, CVaR, and Sharpe ratio is the ARMA (1,1) 
. Weekly results
In Table 2 , the recovery related strategies outperform the traditional meanreversion strategy obtaining weekly 0.073% under the volatility of 2.841%. In particular, the best performer is the recovery portfolio with the weekly returns of 0.146%, two-times larger than the original contrarian strategy, and the excellent performance is achieved under much smaller standard deviation of 1.757%, almost 1.1% lower than the C strategy. The CR and CMR strategies also obtain the better performance under smaller fluctuation. The portfolio returns are weekly 0.086% and 0.078% under the standard deviations of 2.665% and 2.865%. Meanwhile, the maximum drawdown strategies such as the M, CM, and RM strategies underperform the benchmark strategy in the weekly scale.
The outperformance of the R, CR, and CMR strategies are based on the strong reversal of each ranking basket. First of all, the loser groups of every alternative contrarian strategies perform as well as the loser in the mean-reversion portfolio. The performance of the long positions is in the range from 0.241%-0.314% and the return fluctuations are smaller or comparable with the loser basket in the benchmark strategy. In particular, the loser group in the recovery measure exhibits not only the best performance but also the lowest deviation measure among all the loser baskets. Additionally, the winner basket of the R, CR, and CMR portfolios perform poorer than other portfolios including the cumulative return contrarian portfolio.
According to Table 2 , the outperformance of the recovery portfolios such as the R and CR portfolios is achieved by taking less risks. The portfolios are less riskier in every risk measures than the other portfolios by the alternative ranking rules including the cumulative return. The R portfolio provides the largest Sharpe ratio and the CR strategy is one of the top 4 in Sharpe ratio. The lowest 95% VaRs and CVaRs are featured by the R and CR portfolios. In particular, the R strategy exhibits 1.149% daily VaR and 1.391% daily CVaR, the smallest risk measures. An interesting caveat is that the CVaR is much decreased than the VaR. This indicates the existence of the much thinner downside tail in the R portfolio performance. The maximum drawdowns of these two portfolios are also lower than all other strategies.
The each ranking basket in the R and CR portfolios is also less riskier than other competitive ranking groups. The winner and loser groups of these two portfolios exhibit lower VaRs and CVaRs. The loser in the recovery criterion achieves the lowest VaR and CVaR with 1.252% and 1.870%, respectively. The Sharpe ratios of the loser groups are the top 2 largest ones among the other alternative and benchmark strategies. The maximum drawdown of the recovery loser is also smaller than the long position in the traditional contrarian portfolio. For winner groups, the tendency is slightly weaker. Although the short baskets are less riskier in 95% VaR and CVaR, the Sharpe ratios and maximum drawdowns are worse than those of the winner and loser in the C criterion.
However, the riskier short position is more attractive for the profitability of the entire portfolio.
Monthly results
In Table 3 , it is found that the maximum drawdown criterion and related stock selection rules provide the alternative momentum strategies outperforming the traditional momentum strategy. The best strategy is the momentum portfolio by the composite rule of cumulative return and maximum drawdown. The monthly average return of 1.433% with the volatility of 7.036% is obtained by the CM portfolio while the cumulative return criterion provides the trendfollowing strategy with the monthly return of 1.331% and the standard deviation of 6.826%. The CMR and RM strategies are the next best performers with the monthly returns of 1.311% and 1.280% and the standard deviations of 6.729% and 6.241%, respectively. The performance of these portfolios are slightly worse but the volatility levels are also lower than that of the momentum strategy. The CR and M strategies also perform well although the strategies underperform the benchmark strategy. Meanwhile, the recovery strategy obtains the worst performance in monthly scale.
The momentum strategies associated with the maximum drawdown exhibit strong momentum in each ranking group basket. The winner basket of the CM strategy achieves monthly 1.701%, the strongest upside momentum among all long positions including the cumulative return winner. Additionally, the return volatility of the position is only 8.062%, almost 10% smaller than that of the momentum winner. The performance of the CMR winner is as good as the benchmark winner and the fluctuation is relatively lower. In addition to that, the loser groups of the M, RM, CM, and CMR strategies underperform the traditional momentum loser. The short basket of the CM strategy, one of the 3 worst performers in the loser groups, underperforms the loser group in the cumulative return. The short baskets in the RM and CMR strategies also show the stronger downside momentum than the loser group of the traditional momentum strategy.
The risk profiles for the momentum portfolios in Table 3 indicate that the portfolios ranked by the maximum drawdown related selection rules are less riskier in many reward-risk measures than the benchmark. For example, most of the alternative momentum strategies exhibit lower 95% VaR and CVaR levels. Even for RM and CMR portfolios, the difference in risk measure is just a few basis points. Additionally, lower maximum drawdown is featured by the alternative portfolios except for the CR portfolio. Moreover, higher Sharpe ratios than the C-strategy are achieved by the CM, CMR, and RM strategies. In overall, choosing these composite ranking criteria related to the maximum drawdown is better at risk management.
Each ranking group in the drawdown strategies exhibits better risk characteristics. Lower 95% VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown levels are achieved by the winner groups comparing with the long basket of the momentum portfolios. Additionally, the Sharpe ratios of the long baskets are larger than that of the momentum winner group. The better reward-risk and smaller risk measures are favorable for the long position. Meanwhile, the loser groups are under greater exposure to the risk with higher 95% VaR, 95% CVaR, and maximum drawdown. The Sharpe ratios for the short baskets are weaker than the momentum loser. For short position, the larger risk of losing money is more desirable.
U.S. equity market: SPDR sector ETFs 4.2.1. Weekly results
As shown in Table 4 , the strong performance of the RM, CR, and CMR contrarian portfolios is obtained in the ETF universe. In particular, the CR strategy is the best performer among all the other contrarian strategies and is the only alternative strategy that outperforms the benchmark portfolio. The portfolio with the weekly performance of 0.094% and the volatility of 1.648% is not only greater but also less volatile than the cumulative return portfolio. The other recovery portfolios such as the CMR and RM strategies show good performance but the fluctuations of the weekly returns are larger than the traditional contrarian portfolio. Although the performance of the R strategy is not the best result, its standard deviation is at the lowest level, 1.217%.
The outperformance of the CR portfolio is based on the strong reversal in its ranking groups. The similar size of the reversion is achieved by every loser group in the alternative measures. In particular, the loser basket in the CR portfolio exhibits the strongest turn-around of 0.127%. Additionally, the volatility is the second lowest one among all the alternative ranking rules. Its strong meanreversion is not limited to the loser group. The average weekly return of the CR winner is 0.034%, the poorest performance among all the short baskets including the benchmark. Moreover, the standard deviation of the performance is at one of the highest levels. The combination of the poorer performance and larger volatility in the CR short position makes the entire portfolio more likely to get profits.
According to Table 4 , taking less risk leads to the outperformance of the CR strategy. The 95% VaR, CVaR, maximum drawdown of the strategy are 0.450%, 0.575%, and 20.46%, the second lowest VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown levels among the alternative portfolios. The CR portfolio also exhibit lower CVaR and maximum drawdown levels and the comparable size of VaR with the traditional contrarian portfolio. An interesting caveat is that the recovery portfolio exhibits the best risk profiles in every risk measures. Its 95% VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown are 0.340%, 0.443%, and 17.91% that are much lower than the risk measures of the traditional mean-reversion strategy. Meanwhile, the poorer risk measures are obtained by the other portfolios of which the construction rules are associated with the maximum drawdown. Similar to the entire portfolio level, the better risk management in each ranking basket is provided by considering the recovery measure in the stock selection rules. In particular, the recovery criterion has the best loser group both in performance and risk. All the risk measures of the recovery loser are lower than any other loser groups of the alternative strategies including the benchmark strategy. Moreover, the largest Shape ratio among the loser baskets is achieved by the loser in the recovery criterion. Opposite to the loser basket, the winner group in the recovery portfolio exhibits the worst risk measures and Sharpe ratio. Since the winner basket in the contrarian strategy is actually going short, the risky assets are helpful to gain the profit for the overall portfolio.
Monthly results
The alternative momentum portfolios constructed by the maximum drawdown related criteria outperform the cumulative momentum strategy in the SPDR U.S. sector ETFs universe. According to the summary statistics given in Table 5 , the monthly performance of 0.172% under the standard deviation of 3.565% is achieved by the CMR strategy, the best performer among all criteria while the traditional momentum strategy generates monthly 0.117% under the volatility of 3.552%. The portfolio return is increased by almost 50% and the standard deviation is changed less than 1%. The RM and CM strategies with monthly returns of 0.138% and 0.121% are also followed by the C strategy. The both strategies are also less volatile than the cumulative return momentum strategy. The performance by the R and CR strategies are not only as good as the C strategy but also less volatile.
Regardless of criterion, the outperformance of the alternative portfolios is based on the strong momentum in each ranking basket. The winner and loser groups in the alternative portfolios consistently perform as well as the ranking groups of the traditional momentum strategy. In particular, the strongest momentum in the baskets is achieved by the CMR strategy: the long basket outperforms and the short basket underperforms that of the benchmark strategy. The winner and loser groups in the CM and RM portfolios are also under the strong trend-following phenomena. Other recovery related ranking rules also exhibit the same pattern. For example, the R and CR criteria also provide the strong momentum at the ranking group level.
In Table 5 , the alternative portfolios are less riskier than the traditional momentum portfolio. First of all, the maximum drawdown of every strategy is lower or comparable with the benchmark case. Additionally, the 95% VaR and CVaR levels indicate that the recovery related selection rules are good at handling the severe losses. In particular, the RM portfolio takes low risk with achieving the better performance. The substantially less-riskier portfolios constructed by the R and CR criterion are also as good in performance as the trend-following strategy by cumulative return. Considering almost 50%-increased monthly return, the reward-risk ratio of the CMR portfolio is also improved because the risk measure of the portfolio is only slightly increased.
The alternative momentum strategies constructed by the maximum drawdown related measures are less riskier at the levels of the ranking baskets. The lower VaR and CVaR levels for the winner and the higher levels for the losers are found in the cases of the maximum drawdown strategies such as the M, MR, CM, and CMR strategies. These strategies also exhibit the smaller (larger) maximum drawdown for the winner (loser) group. Meanwhile, the opposite situation is observed in the ranking groups of the R and CR strategies. The strategies show the larger (smaller) VaR and CVaR levels for the winner (loser) groups than that of the cumulative return strategy.
U. S. equity market: S&P 500 4.3.1. Weekly results
In Table 6 , the alternative weekly contrarian portfolios constructed by the M, R, and CR criteria outperform the traditional contrarian portfolio. In particular, the recovery measure provides the best portfolio both in performance and volatility. The weekly return of 0.045% under the weekly standard deviation of 1.894% is achieved and both numbers are significantly improved with respect to the benchmark case. The CR strategy is also followed by the cumulative return mean-reversion strategy and its volatility level is one of the smallest ones. Although the maximum drawdown portfolio exhibits the second best average return, its performance is based on the largest volatility.
The alternative contrarian portfolios exhibit strong reversal at the level of each ranking basket. The loser groups in the R and CR portfolios achieve the largest weekly returns of 0.202% and 0.185%, respectively. In particular, the smallest standard deviation of 2.944% among the losers is achieved by the recovery loser although its weekly return is larger than the losers in any other portfolios including the benchmark loser group. While the winners in the alternative criteria show as consistent performance as the traditional contrarian winner basket, the winner group in maximum drawdown features the weakest weekly performance of 0.094% which is desirable to the short position. Moreover, the return fluctuation is also the smallest volatility among the winner baskets.
The recovery associated portfolios are less riskier than the traditional reversal portfolio according to the risk measures in Table 6 . With the Shape ratio, every alternative strategies exhibit larger Sharpe ratios than the benchmark contrarian strategy. Additionally, the R, RM, CMR, and CR portfolios are less riskier in the 95% VaR and CVaR. Moreover, only the R and CR portfolios feature lower maximum drawdowns than the cumulative return strategy and the maximum drawdown of the R portfolios is at the lowest level and 50% decreased. More interesting finding is that the lowest level of the risk is achieved by the risk measures of the recovery portfolio. Meanwhile, the portfolios related to the maximum drawdown are exposed to the more risks. In particular, the risk measures of the M portfolio are at the worst level.
In each ranking basket, the recovery based portfolio is also more compatible with the risk profile of the contrarian strategy. Its loser basket exhibits the lowest risk measures such as 95% VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown. For example, the R and CR portfolios achieve the lowest 95% VaRs, CVaRs, maximum drawdowns in the loser groups, i.e. long postions. Additionally, the Sharpe ratio of the long position in the recovery portfolio is significantly larger than other portfolios including the benchmark portfolio and the CR criterion provides the second largest Sharpe ratio for the loser group. Meanwhile, the risk exposure of the winner in the recovery and CR measures is at the most dangerous degree and worse than those of the benchmark winner. The VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown of the recovery portfolio hit the worst levels.
Monthly results
The maximum drawdown related momentum portfolios exhibit the better performance in the S&P 500 universe. The summary statistics in Table 7 show that the monthly return of 0.185% and the standard deviation of 6.240% are achieved by the CM strategy, the best performer among all the alternative strategies while the monthly return of 0.135% and the standard deviation of 5.869% are obtained by the traditional momentum strategy. The portfolios by other maximum drawdown based rules such as the CMR, M, and RM strategies are followed by the benchmark strategy in performance measure. These three portfolios generate monthly 0.179%, 0.160%, and 0.152%, respectively. Meanwhile, the recovery portfolios such as the R and CR criteria show poorer performance with smaller standard deviations. For example, the CR strategy slightly underperforms the original strategy by 10% and its volatility is also decreased by 10%.
The outperformance of the maximum drawdown momentum strategies is achieved by the poorer performance in the loser groups. Most loser groups of the alternative strategies underperform that of the momentum strategy. Except for the R-strategy, the short baskets of the composite ranking criteria provide 0.240%-0.378% while the cumulative return loser group obtains monthly 0.386%. When the baskets are in short-selling, the underperformance generates the profit for the long/short portfolios. The returns of the alternative long baskets are more consistent regardless of criterion. The performance of the winners is slightly worse than 0.521% by the momentum winner group but in the narrow range of 0.482%-0.520% except for the M-strategy which earns monthly 0.400%. Additionally, the winners in maximum drawdown related measures are less volatile than the recovery or cumulative return winners.
The outperformance of the maximum drawdown momentum strategies is achieved by taking low downside risk. According to the risk measures given in Table 7 , the alternative strategies except for the M and CM portfolios tend to exhibit lower 95% VaR and CVaR measures. Even with the CM criterion, the performance of the portfolio is almost 50% improved and the risk measures are only 10% increased. In addition to that, the Sharpe ratios of the maximum drawdown strategies are greater than those of the recovery strategies and cumulative return based strategy. Additionally, the lower maximum drawdown is another characteristic of the maximum drawdown portfolios.
The risk measures of each ranking group support the outperformance of the maximum drawdown momentum strategies. The lower (higher) 95% VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown levels for winner (loser) groups are achieved by the maximum drawdown related stock selection rules. Its long position is less riskier than that of the momentum strategy while the opposite position is under the greater risk of losing money. This opposite behavior enables the portfolios profitable. Additionally, the higher Sharpe ratios are obtained by these strategies. Meanwhile, the recovery related strategies such as the R and CR strategies exhibit the higher (lower) 95% VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown for the winner (loser) groups.
Overall results
Regardless of asset class and market, the alternative portfolios constructed by the maximum drawdown and consecutive recovery achieve the better performance than the original momentum and contrarian strategies. In particular, employing the composite ranking rules are superior to using the only cumulative return, maximum drawdown, and recovery measures.
In weekly scale, the contrarian portfolios constructed by the recovery measures exhibit the outperformance over the traditional contrarian strategy. The R, CR, and CMR criteria are the best stock selection rules for the weekly contrarian strategy in any markets. The high performance and low volatility are featured by the portfolios. The historical cumulative returns of these portfolios are found in Figure 1 .
For momentum portfolio construction, the maximum drawdown related measures are the best stock selection rules. The CM criterion provides the portfolios performing well in three different markets. The CMR and RM selection rules also predict future winners and losers well. Additionally, the volatility levels of the portfolio returns are relatively lower when the overall performance is considered. The cumulative returns of these portfolios are also given in Figure  2 .
It is noteworthy that the price components related to the past and future directions expected by the momentum and reversal are important factors for portfolio construction in any time scale. For momentum, the maximal drawdown should be minimized for the winner but maximized for the loser because the winner is expected to outperform the loser. Meanwhile, the recovery for shortterm contrarian should be smaller for losers. If the recovery is too large for the losers, it is considered that the asset already spent the fuel for the reversion and it is hard to exhibit the reversal.
The performance of the alternative portfolios is not the price of taking more risk. The alternative portfolios are less riskier in the better risk profiles such as VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown. It is also interesting that the risk measures of each ranking group are also well-matched to the purpose of portfolios construction: The winners (losers) groups are less (more) riskier in monthly scale. The ranking groups of the weekly contrarian strategy exhibit the opposite characteristics.
Factor analysis
As shown in the previous section, the maximum drawdown and consecutive recovery provide the useful stock selection rules for more profitable portfolios with low risk. The factor analysis with the Fama-French three-factors [5] also tests the outperformance of the alternative strategies. We focus on the S&P 500 universe.
Weekly
In Table 8 , the intercepts and factor exposures of alternative contrarian strategies are given. All Fama-French three-factor alphas are negative except for the recovery portfolio. The positive and statistically significant alpha is achieved only by the recovery strategy. The R and CR portfolios exhibit greater alpha than the three-factor alpha of the traditional contrarian strategy. The intercepts for all other contrarian strategies are negative and smaller than the benchmark alpha.
The factor exposure of the recovery portfolio is unique. The R portfolio exhibits negative exposures to all the Fama-French three factors. Additionally, the negative exposures are all statistically significant. The CR and C portfolios show weak dependence on the market and value factors and negative exposure on the size factor. The R 2 values of the C, CR, and CMR portfolios are relatively smaller.
The performance of the winner and loser baskets is explicable by the FamaFrench three-factor model with high R 2 values. Most of the factor exposures are positive and statistically significant. Meanwhile, the intercepts for the ranking baskets are negative and not statistically significant in most cases. The loser groups of the M and RM portfolios exhibit statistically significant alphas.
Monthly
The intercepts and factor loadings of the alternative momentum strategies are given in Table 9 . All the intercepts of the regression model are positive except for the recovery strategy. Additionally, most of the portfolios outperform the cumulative return strategy if no factor exposure is given.
Different factor structures by the types of the stock selection rules are found. The first type of the ranking rules are the selection rules associated with the maximum drawdown. The alphas of the maximum drawdown related portfolios are greater than other strategies including the traditional momentum. In particular, the positive and statistically significant intercept is achieved only by the M strategy. Additionally, the larger portions of the returns by the maximum drawdown strategies are explained by the Fama-French three-factor model with higher R 2 . The strategies are much exposed to the market factor and the value factor. The portfolio returns are negatively correlated with the size factor.
Contrary to the maximum drawdown based portfolios, the recovery portfolios such as the R and CR portfolios have the smaller intercepts than other strategies. In particular, the negative intercept is obtained by the R portfolio. The returns of these strategies are weakly dependent with the market and value factors but exhibit the positive exposures on the size factor than the drawdown portfolios. The R 2 values are relatively lower. The winner and loser baskets in each portfolio are well-explained by the Fama-French three-factor model with high R 2 values. The differences in intercept and factor exposure with respect to the ranking criterion are originated from the characteristics in factor structure of each basket. The winner basket of the recovery momentum strategy not only has the a smaller intercept but also exhibits more exposures on all the three factors than the loser basket. Meanwhile, the maximum drawdown portfolios are opposite: the higher alpha, less exposures to the Fama-French factors.
Conclusion
In this paper, we test the monthly momentum and weekly contrarian strategies with the alternative stock selection rules originating from maximum drawdown and consecutive recovery. The selection rules include not only the maximum drawdown and successive recovery but also the composite indices of them. The alternative portfolios are implemented in U.S. and South Korea equity markets.
In every markets, the performance of the alternative strategies is superior to the benchmark strategies. Additionally, the best portfolios are related to the construction rules that are related to the past and future directions expected by momentum and reversal. In weekly scale, the recovery related measures provide the better contrarian portfolios in the markets, i.e. smaller recovery expects more reversal. The R, CR, and CMR portfolios show the outperformance.
In monthly scale, the maximum drawdown associated strategies outperform the traditional momentum strategy, i.e. smaller maximum drawdown gives stronger momentum. The CM strategy is the overall best performer in every market. The CMR and CM portfolios are as good as the CM strategy.
The risk measures for the portfolios indicate that the portfolios are less riskier than the benchmark strategy. The portfolios tend to exhibit the lower VaR, CVaR, and maximum drawdown in the markets. The similar pattern is also observed at the levels of each long/short basket.
The factor analysis also shows that the unique pattern by the stock selection rules exists. In weekly, the intercept of the recovery portfolio is the largest one. The maximum drawdown portfolios have the higher intercept and larger exposures to the market and value factors than the traditional momentum strategy.
In future, the stock selection criteria based on the maximum drawdown and recovery will be tested in shorter time scales such daily and intraday frequencies. It will be useful to test the performance and risk of the alternative portfolios in various equity markets. 
